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the metal-insulator-semiconductor transition and the effect 
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Abstract. Electrical mnsporr pmpenies of laaz-,Sr.cU04 up to z = 0.4 have been “p- 
lematically investigaled. A gradual change taking fire in the sequencer semiconduaing- 
nonsupermnducfing, semimnductin~upermuducfing, metallic-supermnducting and 
metallimon-supennducting has been otaened. The results pmvide the arperimental 
evidence for a transition f” metallic behaviour a1 high temperatures Io a variable-range 
hopping (VRH) regime a t  low Iemperatures A clofxlyer f” JD m to 2D m has 
been oklveed when the System changes from a semiconducting-nonsupennduct~g to 
a ~mimnducting-supennducting type. The samples with different Sr mncentrations 
were funher doped with dnc at the cU sile, and Ihe mulling &ecI On supermnduclivily 
and normal-state resistivity has teen examined. The WO mmpeting prces?e$ namely 
Ihe increase in the hole mncenlration with Sr addition and lhe localization of “ g e  
carriers due Io Zn substitution have been discussed. 

I. htruduction 

It is MW well established that an optimum camer concentration is essential for 
attaining high-temperature superconductivity [l]. The carrier concentration may be 
changed by varying the oxygen content in the YBa,Cu,O,-, compound [2] or by 
the partial replacement of La3+ ions by S?+ ions in the La,-,Sr,CuO, compound 
131. From this point of View, while YBa,Cu,O,-, has been extensively studied over 
a wide mnge of y-values [2, 41, most of the reported work on the Laz-,Sr,Cu04 
system [S, 61 has been confined to near the optimum carrier density corresponding 
to the Sr concentration of 0.10 < x < 0.20. Moreover, the effects arising from 
various cationic substitutions in this system have been studied primarily to examine 
the normal-state electronic transport behaviour [7] and relatively less attention has 
been paid to the ensuing effects when the camer concentration deviates on either 
side of the optimum concentration. 

In this paper we report systematic transport measurements on La,-,Sr,CuO, 
with 0 6 x < 0.40. The wide range of compositions with close intervals of about 
I = 0.02 allows one to explore carrier concentrations both lower and higher than the 
optimum carrier concentration found for the La,-,Sr,CuO, system. The chemical 
iodometnc technique has been used to estimate the oxygen content and the effective 
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Cu valence in the samples, which determines the number of holes in the system. 
Bansport measurements provide the experimental evidence for a transition from the 
metallic behaviour at high temperatures to the variable-range hopping (VRH) regime 
at low temperatures [SI. Such a transition is seemingly controlled by the effective 
Cu valence which in turn is determined by the Sr content. A dimensionality change 
from 3D to U) VRH has been obselved with increasing Sr concentration. Samples with 
varying Sr content have been further doped with zinc at the Cu site. Such a study is 
expected to throw considerable light on the interrelation between the presence of Sr 
and Zn in the system and the T, behaviour as well as on further localization effects 
of charge carriers due to zinc doping. 

2. Experimental details 

Various samples in the La,-,Sr,CuO, system (0 < z < 0.40) were synthesized by 
the solid state reaction of appropriate quantities of well mixed metal Oxides and 
carbonates of greater than 99.99% purity. The calcination was carried out at WO, 
950 and WOC each for 15 h, followed by quenching to ambient temperature with 
intermediate grindings in between. The reacted materials, pulverized and cold pressed 
into rectangular slabs suitable for resistivity measurements, were oxygen annealed at 
975T for 15 hand then furnace cooled to room temperature Over a span of about 8 h. 
A similar synthesis procedure was adopted for the series La,-,Sr,Cu,-,,Zn,,O, for 
0.15 < z < 0.40 and different I' between 0 and Q16. XRD patterns were recorded 
using Cu Kor radiation at room temperature to check primarily the homogeneity 
of the samples. Four-probe resistivity data of the samples were aquired in the 
temperature range 4.2-300 K using a liquid-helium cryostat with a carbon glass resistor 
temperature sensor in conjunction with a Lakeshore cryogenic thermometer. The 
entire measurement system consisting of the nanovoltmeter, constant-current source 
and temperature controller and indicator was hooked up to a HP216 system controller 
for automatic data acquisition and control. The effective Cu wlence was determined 
by the conventional iodometric titration technique [9, lo]. The oxygen content was 
then calculated taking La to be in the 3+ and Sr to be in the 2+ valence state. 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows resistivity p versus temperature plots for the La,-,Sr,CuO, system 
with 0 < z < 0.40. The inset shows p versus T plots for 0 < z 6 0.08. The 
undoped sample with z = 0, i.e. La2Cu0,, behaves like an insulator with a high 
resistivity of 530 m a  cm at 250 K. As z increases, metallic behaviour is observed at 
higher temperatures with a semiconducting-like regime at lower temperatures. The 
crossover temperature (indicated by vertical arrows) decreases with increasing z. No 
such turning point is observed for z = 0.15 which corresponds to the optimum T, 
of 36 K [ll]. No superconducting transition is observed for 0 ,< z < 0.06 while, for 
0.08 < z ,< 0.27, superconductivity is observed. Again, for 0.27 < z < 0.40, the 
superconductivity transition is not revealed; only the metallicity is seen to increase 
with increasing z (figure 2). The normal-state resistivity pn (measured at 250 IC) 
decreases with increasing I. Such a behaviour is depicted in the inset of figure 2 
The semiconducting-like behaviour of the resistivity exhibited in the concentration 
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E l p p o r r  L p m u s  T behaviour of the La2-,SrrCuO* V l e m  for 0 < 
mistivity of the z = 0.08 sample has b e n  multiplied by 3. 

z < 0.40. The 

Sr CONCENTRATlON 
Figure 1 Phase diagram followed by the La2-,Sr,CuOl system. The inset shows the 
pn (U0  K) versus I behaviour. 

range 0 < z 6 0.12 in the low-temperature regime can be fitted to the general VRH 
equation 

P ( T )  = P~~xP[(T,/T)"I (1) 
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Figure 6. p versus T behaviour of lhe La~.ssSro.~~~,_,,Znn.lOl system tor 0 < I' < 
0.04. The inset shows the behaviour of T c ( R  = 0) with Zn mncenlralion. 

where the exponent m distinguishes between the zD (m = 4) and 3D (m = 4) 
VRH processes [12, 131. The VRH has been reported in the various high-T, cuprates. 
Ellman et a1 [SI observed for La,-,Sr,CuO, in the Imv-temperature @elow 8 IC) 
region an exponent m = $ for I = 0.02 and m = 1 for the z = 0.05 sample [SI. 
The EuBa,Cu,O,-, system was seen to have m = (ZD VRH) in the temperature 
range 14-125 K [14]. In the case of Bi,Sr,Ca,-,Y,Cu,O, a variation in the exponent 
has been reported by different workers; for example Bmegai el a1 [15] reported 
m = 5 while Yoshmki el d [16] reported m = 4. Mandal et a1 [17] observed for 
the Same system 2D VRH for I > 0.55 while at I = 0.55 it was difficult to aSCertah 
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the exponent value of or a as the system was undergoing a dhnensionafity crossover. 
For the data reported here a value of the exponent m close to $ has been found in the 
range 0 < x 4 0.06, while for 0.08 < x < 0.12 it comes out as close to 4, indicating 
3D and ZD VRH processes to be operative in these ranges. m i d  curve fittings of 
In p versus T-" based on equation (1) for x = 0.06 and x = 0.08 samples with 
both m = and m = values are shown in figure. 3, indicating the subtle difference 
between these fittings. The exponents m = and m = $ have been found for 
I = 0.06 and 0.08 samples, respectively, showing a higher-temperature-range fitting 
compared with the other values of exponents. Interestingly, superconductivity is 
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observed for 0.08 < I < 0.12 (ZD VRH regime) while no superconductivity is found 
in the range 0 6 x < 0.06, which corresponds to the 3D  RH regime. The behaviour 
of the change from 3D to 2D VRH observed by us as a function of Sr concentration 
seems to be in good accord with the remnt report [IS] on Gdsubstituted at the 
Ca site in Bi-2:1:22 superconductor. n e  effective Cu valence which changes with SI 
concentration (inset of figure 4) seems to be the controlling factor for such a crossover. 
'Ikble 1 lists the various parameters such as pn, the crossover temperature, T,, the 
oxygen mntent and the effective Cu valence for the different samples. Accordingly the 
3D VRH process seems to be operative for the samples having an effective Cu valence 
between 20 and 207 while, for effective Cu valences between 207 and 211, the ZD 
 RH process is indicated. Such a crossover of the dimensionality with SI mntent (and 
thereby the effective Cu valence) and the associated superconductivity in conjunction 
with 2~ VRH qualitatively agrees with a theoretical model 1191 that examines the 
competition between superconductivity and localization. The localization length a-l 

is defined by the approximate VRH relation [12,20] as a-* = [kBT0N(EF)/161-1/3 
(for the 3~ case) and a-1 = [ 4 a / ~ ~ T ~ N ( E , ) / 2 7 ] - ' / ~  (for the 2D case). It increases 
with increasing SI concentration as a result of changes in To and N ( E , ) .  It is 
worth pointing out that a-' decreases in the Bi-2122 compound with increasing 
Y at Ca sites. Here the carrier density (and hence the metallicity) decreases with 
increasing Y content unlike in the present case where SI introduces more holes into 
the system, thereby increasing the metailicity. The density N (  EF) of states varies 
in the range 2-13 states eV-' cell as I increases [Zl]. The localization length of 
the system in the VRH regime can be compared with the electronic mean free path 
[22] I = 4avF /wip (z ) ,  where uF is the Fermi velocity and wp = (4ane2/m*)'/* 
is the plasma frequency (m' and n are the effective carrier mass and concentration, 
respectively). Figure 5 shows the localization length and mean free path variation 
with Sr concentration for 0 < I < 0.12 taking vF = 0.95 x lo' an s-l and 
hw,(a: = 0) = 0.63 eV [ZO]. Initially both a-l and 1 increase slowly with increasing 
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x up to 0.06. a-, increases sharply in the region of x = 0.06-0.08 where the 
system is undergoing the insulator-to-metal transition and diverges as To approaches 
zero, Le. at the superconducting transition point. The two curves intersect each other 
near x = 0.07 which significantly is the experimentally observed range for the VRH 
regime crossover from 3D to 2~ in the system. Accordingly, for 1 < a-l, the system 
corresponds m 2~ VRH and the superconducting transition is observed while, for 
a-’ < 1, 3D VRH is observed with no superconductivity. 

V P S Awana et a1 

Tnbk L Quantitative data for the Iaz-.SrSCliO+, y k m  (0 < r < 0.4). 

Sr mntent p.@SO K) Tc( R = 0) C w v e r  temperature Oxygen Effective Cu 
z (ma 4 6) F) mntent valence 
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Of the different substitutions (at the Cu site) in the various high-T, cuprates, Zn 
at the Cu site has been seen to have a drastic effect on T, and on the normal-state 
behaviour [U, U]. Recent reports 1231 have indicated the occupation of divalent 
Zn in the Cu-0 planar structure. T, depression and normal-state properties have 
been found to be associated with carrier localization effects 1261. lb explore this 
aspect, different amounts of Zn doping in the La,-,Sr,Cu04-v system have been 
attempted. Figure 6 shows the p versus T plots for rhe La,,,,Sr,,,,Cu,_,,Zn,,O,_, 
system with 0 < x’ < 0.04. The inset shows the T J R  = 0) behaviour with Zn 
doping. The crossover temperature from metallic to semiconductor behaviour is seen 
to increase with increase in Zn content The p versus T curves in the semiconducting 
regime could not be fitted well to equation (I), indicating that, while localization 
may be there in the system, clear aidence for the VRH process is seemingly lacking. 
The drastic rate of T, depression (13 K (at.%)-’) by the Zn doping (inset) has 
been seen for other high-ir, cuprates also 1241. The normal-state resistivity increases 
with increasing Zn concentration and has been discussed in detail elsewhere [23]. 
Figure 7 shows the p vemus T plots for the La,,,,Sr,,,,Cu,-,,Zn,,O,-p system with 
0 < x < 0.08. Fbr I’ = 0 the sample possesses a T, of 19 K which decreases 
with increasing Zn content. The T, depression rate is similar (about 13 K (at.%)-,) 
to that for the I = 0.15 sample. p”(2.50 K) again increases with increasing Zn 
in the system. For I’ = 0.05, the resistivity behaviour is metallic down to 4.2 K 
while, for I’ = 0.06 and 0.08, the semiconducting-like behaviour occurs at low 
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temperatures. For a Sr content of 0.25 which leads to more holes, more Zn is needed 
to produce localization at lower temperatures. In the lowtemperature range where 
semiconducting behaviour occurs for the t = 0.06 and 0.08 samples, fitting with 
equation (1) yielded a value of m close to $. Figure 8 shows the p versus T plots 
for the La,,,,Sr,,,,Cu,_,,Zn,,O,_, system with 0 < I' < 0.10. A pure sample 
with I' = 0 does not show any 'I, but the resistivity behaviour is completely metallic 
down to 4.2 IC pn. however, increases with increasing Zn content Up to 8 a t %  
Zn in the system a metallic behaviour is observed down to 4.2 K, while the sample 
with 10 a t %  Zn becomes semiconducting-lie at low temperatures. It is interesting 
to note that, for a Sr content of 0.30, to produce localization more Zn is needed 
than in the x = 0.25 samples. This is attributed to there being more holes in the 
I = 0.30 sample than in the I = 0.15 and 0.25 samples. This contention is further 
strengthened by the results on La,,,,Sr,,,,Cu,_,,Zn,,O,_, system (figure 9). Here 
the culve fitting to equation (1) in the semiconducting region also shows a ZD VRH 
behaviour. All these results indicate that an intrinsic competition is taking place 
between the increase in the hole concentration, resulting kom the increase in Sr 
doping, and the enhanced localization produced by the increase in Zn substitution. 
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